Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited
[A Govt. of India Enterprise]
Corporate Office - Departmental Examination Section
Room No.222, 2nd Floor, Eastern Court, Janpath, NEW DELHI - 110 001.

No. 5-4/2012-DE

Date: 28 June, 2013

To

All the Chief General Managers of Telecom Circles, BSNL
Chief General Manager Kolkata Telephones/ Chennai Telephones, BSNL
Chief General Manager Mtce. NTR, BSNL, New Delhi

Subject: Limited Departmental Competitive Examination for promotion to the grade of SDE (T) under 33% quota held on 04.03.2012 - declaration of result based on Hon’ble PBCAT New Delhi -

regarding.

Sir,

In pursuance of Hon’ble Pr. Bench, CAT order dated 21st & 22nd May 2013 in O.A No. 207/2013 with O A No 2574/2012 and others, the revised merit lists of candidates who are successful in the Limited Departmental Competitive Examination for promotion to the grade of SDE (T) under 33% quota held on 04.03.2012 are annexed to this letter.

2. The candidates who have secured the minimum pass marks of 50% in each Paper are given in Annexure A and those who are passed under the relaxed standard i.e. 45% in each Paper are given in Annexure B (SC) and Annexure C (ST). The marks secured by these successful candidates and their category are also been mentioned.

3. The examination was held for filling in vacancies pertaining to the four years i.e. 2006-07, 2007-08, 2008-09 & 2009-10 and backlog vacancies for SC/ST up to 2005-06 carried forwarded to 2006-07.

4. The names of successful candidates, their Roll Nos., Category and year of eligibility have been shown as furnished by the Candidates/Circles concerned. The category of ‘OBC’ as mentioned by some Candidates has been taken as ‘OC’, this being a promotional examination. All out efforts have made to prepare result error free. However, any discrepancy/error noticed on any of the column may please be brought to the notice of the undersigned immediately latest by 15-07-2013 positively (either by FAX: 011-23766441/011-23716504 or by e-mail: agmrecitt2@bsnl.co.in. No request shall be entertained under any circumstances, if the same is received after 15-07-2013.

5. All the CGMTs are requested to verify eligibility of the candidates except marks column. Further, details if any of ineligible candidates who have been admitted inadvertently and qualified in the LDCE may also be forwarded to the undersigned latest by above mentioned date.
6. Final keys of all 13 papers (Paper-I and Paper-II i.e. Paper codes from 11 to 23) are being uploaded in BSNL Intranet home page i.e., www.intranet.bsnl.co.in for information of candidates. **Representations/requests whatsoever shall not be considered / entertained in connection with final answer keys.** Further, result/marks of all candidates are being uploaded in BSNL internal exam site and all candidates can view their result/marks at www.internalexam.bsnl.co.in.

7. The earlier result declared vide letter No.5-4/2012-DE dated 04th July 2012 stand cancelled.

8. The results are subject to the final outcome of various court cases if any filed in different Court/CAT Benches.

9. BSNL C.O reserves the right to cancel/modify the result of any candidate who might have been declared successful mistakenly/inadvertently at any time whenever such mistake is noticed/detected.

Yours faithfully,

(Signature)

Asstt Director General (DE)

Copy to:
1. Sr.G.M. (Pers.), BSNL C.O. for information and further necessary action.
2. PPS to Dir(HRD).
3. General Secretary SNEA/ AIBSNLEA.
4. Notice Board.

Deputy Manager (DE-II)